IMPROVING NAVIGATION FOR BLIND PEOPLE BY USING SMART HELMET
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ABSTRACT

The Main Objective Of This Project Is Modify Blind Aid Stick In To Smart Helmet To Give Safety For Blind In Public Transport Vehicles And No Man Lands. In Present Situation Un Sight People Are Using Digital Aided Stick But This Is Some Time Unconventional Because Tracking For Blind People Is Very Difficult How Means The GPS And GSM Placed To Inside Of Blind Aided Stick. In Worst Case Blind Peoples Are Missing Blind Aided Stick In Panic Situation. There For We Are Replace The Blind Aided Stick Into Smart Helmet And Integrating Some Features. That System We Have Panic Alerts System With IR Sensor And Internet Of Things Applications. Once Panic Alert Raised Our System Automatically Send To The Web Page, Track The Location And Send The Information To The Police Station Or Some Other Information Center. This Research Paper Is Carried Over Through Embedded Technology. In This Project We Are Using PIC Microcontroller In The Hub. In This Paper We Inserting GPS Module For Finding The Area From Blind People. Our Earth Is Enclosed By The 24 Satellites. GPS Receiver Will Communicate With Any Of The Three Satellites Then It Will Calculate The Latitude And The Longitude. With The Help Of The GSM Module The Current Latitude And The Longitude Can Be Sending To The Corresponding Tracking Center. The PIC Microcontroller Displays The Area In The Liquid Crystal Display According To The Place. Data Are Received In Universal Asynchronous Receiver Communication Scheme. Operating Voltage Of The PIC Microcontroller Controller
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Is Five Volt This Is Get From Power Supply Unit. The Power Supply Unit Contain Various Parameters By Purpose Of Reducing Ripple From Incoming Direct Current. The Primary Aim Of The System Is To Provide A Convenient Size Helmet And Easy To Navigation Aid For Unsighted Which Helps In Artificial Visualization By Providing Facts About The Environmental Scenario Of Standing And Forceful Objects Around Them. The Proposed Research Paper Is Using Embedded C Algorithms And Result Will Be Obtained MPLAB.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Developments Can Help In Non-Natural And Accurate Navigation. Our Scheme Uses GPS Technology Along By Way Of Bluetooth Segment Which Then Will Inductee An Android Application Which Will Connect To Google Maps For Navigation.\textsuperscript{[13]} In Addition We Have Used Ultrasonic And IR Sensors Which Help In Stumbling Block Detection And On Hurdle Recognition Will Ring The Speaker For Different Durations To Indicate Different Distances.\textsuperscript{[7,9]} We Wish At Presenting An Inexpensive And Less Weight And Optimized Model Which Helps In Effortless Navigating For The Blind. Distress Mechanism Will Send Places Of Longitude And Latitude To Preregistered Transportable Numbers In Situations Of Anxiety. The Smart Helmet Comes As A Projected Resolution To Enable Them To Recognise The World Around. We Propose A Resolution, Represented In A Smart Helmet With Internet Of Things Applications To Identify The Obstacles And Panic Alert Key Is To Make Alarm Or Give Intimation In Panic Situation. The Helmet Is Capable Of Finding All Stumbling Block In The Range 1 Meter During 1s And Gives A Apposite Respect Message Permit Blind To Move Twice His Normal Speed And Also Using Free Hands Because She/He Feels Safe. The Smart Helmet Is Of Low Cost, Fast Response, Low Power Consumption, Less Weight, Size Also Very Small And Ability To Wear Easily.

2. METHODOLOGY AND MATERIAL

![Block Diagram](image_url)

**Figure 1: Typical Block Diagram For Smart Helmet System, Processing And Analysis.**

The Novel Smart Helmeting System For Blind People Includes Two Or Three Stages Viz. Detail Acquisition, Pre-Processing, Signal Operational And Also Using Different Types Of Components. These Are Listed Based On Some Functions Such As Power Supply Unit Also Contain Many Converter Parts There Are Step Down Transformer By Using Step Down The Incoming Voltage Based On PICMC Configuration And Also Using Bridge Rectifier
Because PICMC Only Receive Direct Current Only Consequently Bridge Rectifier Output Of Direct Current Flow To Filter Circuit Because Bridge Rectifier Generate Direct Current With Ripple Content Therefor Filter Circuit Eliminated Ripple Content From Direct Current Output Finally The Dc Power Flow To Voltage Regulator And PICMC Vss Pin Shown In Figure 1. Reaming Parts Is Art Of This Project IR Sensor By Purpose Of Sensing Stumbling Block, Panic Alert Key Purpose Right Time To Generate Alarm Or Intimation Sending Corresponding Position And Also Using MAX 232 Is Using Serial Port Purpose, GSM, GPS Module For Communication Purpose, The PICMC Only Work For Panic Situation Not For Normal Condition. Panic Alert After The Message Will Be Send Police Station Or Particular Mobile Number Or Web Page.

3. PIC MC Pin Configuration with Interfacing Line

PIC Microcontroller Is The Smallest Microcontrollers And Also Have Some Advanced Features That Can Be Programmed To Carry Out A Enormous Range Of Tasks Shown Figure 2. These Microcontrollers Are Found In Many Electronic Devices Such As Phones, Computer Control Systems, Alarm Systems, And Also Various Types Of PIC Microcontroller Have Various Types Like Wise PIC16, PIC17 But In Our Convenient We Are Using PIC16F877A. Everypic16f77a Microcontroller Architecture Consists Of Some Registers And Stack Where Registers Function As Random Access Memory (RAM) And Stack Saves The Return Addresses. The Main Parts Of PIC Microcontrollers Are RAM, Flash Memory, Timers/Counters, EEPROM, I/O Ports, USART, CCP (Capture/Compare/PWM Module), SSP, Comparator, ADC (Analog To Digital Converter), PSP (Parallel Slave Port), LCD And ICSP. The 8-Bit PIC Microcontroller Is Divided Into Four Types On The Basis Of Internal Architecture Such As Base Line PIC, Mid-Range PIC, Enhanced Midrange PIC And PIC18. In Our Project We Are Using Various Pins To Connected With External Components Likewise IR Sensor Output Pin Was Connected PICMC RC0, Voice Chip PIN During PIC RC1 Consequently GPS Module Connected With PIC RC7,. MAXA 232 Is Also Connected PIC RC6, GSM Also Connected With, Liquid Crystal Display Connected To PIC RB0-RB7(Data Pins) Shown In Figure3.
4. Novel Smart Helmeting System for Blind People

Replacement The Already Prevailing System To Improving Blind People Navigation System. This Novel Scheme Consists Of Digital Display, IRSensor, Panic Alert System, MAX232, WI-FI Module, GPS And GSM Module Interfacing With PIC MC. The IR Sensor LED And Phototransistor Brace Is Generate Light Beam Switch Will Be Measuring Obstacles After The Light Beam Will Be Reflected Back On To Detector. PIC Microcontroller Is Programmed In Embedded C There For Reflected Light Beam Distance Condition Will Inserted Embedded C Program In Particular Condition For Reflected Light Beam Is Equalized Already Fitted Condition At Rime PIC MC Will Be Act As Center Source Likewise Send Message And Alarm, And GPS Will Be Used Tracking Area. GSM Module Is Used To Send Intimation To Particular Mobile Number Or Laptop Web Pages.
5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The Results Which Are Obtained From Software And The Hardware Work Done Are Discussed Below- The Program Which Is Obtained From MPLAB Is Divided Into Various Parts But We Only Representing Coding Screen Shown In Figure 4.
The Novel Prototype Model Smart Helmeting System For Blind People Is Shown In Figure 5, Which Shows The Interfacing With PIC MC And Some External Peripherals Likewise Relay, IR Sensor GSM, MAX 232, WI-FI Module Etc. One Of The Primary Aim Is To Reduce The Wastage Memory From PIC MC And Free Handily Blind People Will Be Walk Without Blind Aid Stick. For This Various Signal Functioning Methodology Are Being Adopted.

6. CONCLUSION

This Paper Presents An Without Blind Aid Stick Blind People Will Be Walk Freely By Using Smart Helmet. This Is Based On Embedded C Process, To Meet The Requirement Of Current Major Security Application Of The Blind People Protection Purpose. There Are Advantages As Follows. The Functioning Signal Can Be Privacy Is An Issue And Also Low Cost Design They Can Be Invulnerable, It Can Stop Depending For Supporting Stick. This Project Main Part Of IR Sensor By Sense The Environment Periodically Static And Dynamic Obstacles. In Order To Make Use Of Modern Technology, We Have Proposed Android Based Direction-Finding Shoes System. Wearable Microelectronic Helmet Is Proposed. Main Target Of This Suggested System Is To Provide Navigation Assistance For This Visually Sight Less Person. Microelectronic System Will Detect Stumbling Block Our Methodology Is Make Easy Functional Application To Make Visually Sight Less Person To Live Autonomously.
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